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Public  

I'm outraged at just how many innocent children have been deceived in our public education system http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/teach-the-children-truth-teach-them-well/515687638510200 I hope this effort will serve to help deprogram all of them and prevent any further 

brainwashing to continue on earth anywhere. It might seem as if I have chosen poorly to be so aggressive in my writing and what some might find 

critical; but my anger stems not from those who were so deceived by the theory of evolution, and atheism they thought it acceptable and even 

pleasurable to murder me by incompatible blood transfusion  and when that failed by suffocation; (and all the evil I have suffered intensely from 

because of such widespread corruption these worldviews have caused www.blastthetrumpet.org); but from the fact that innocent little children are 

being brainwashed with that garbage in the first place; and that if somehow the Lord doesn't shine into their lives; they will remain in the miserable 

existence of the darkness of ignorance that leads to the everlasting flames of damnation. So my passion, whether it comes through by giving those so 

arrogant they disdain all who testify of the Creator, a taste of their own medicine http://biblehub.com/psalms/18-26.htm, or when I am so truly motivated 

toward the Salvation of all souls that I beseech everyone to seek to KNOW THE CREATOR here and now and forever, in such a way that it seems to 

be practically begging; it is all because http://biblehub.com/1_corinthians/9-22.htm that I will do anything honorable, God allows, to try my best to 

persuade all souls to call upon the Resurrected Messiah, Yahoshuah, aka the LORD JESUS CHRIST, right now everywhere until they KNOW beyond 

all doubt He has answered them to their present and Everlasting Joy! 

 

The scientific, legal, factual ubiquitous evidence overwhelmingly supports the reality we exist in by observation in the following ways: (In this list I am 

not claiming it to be exhaustive; only partial and yet I still hope it is sufficient to persuade all souls to come into their right minds and true understanding 

of the Universe and the Power that Created It All) 

 

1) epistemology  (ɪˌpɪstɪˈmɒlədʒɪ) — n 

 

the theory of knowledge, esp the critical study of its validity, methods, and scope 

 

[C19: from Greek epistēmē  knowledge] 

 

A) The Law of Cause and Effect - http://www.icr.org/cause-effect/ By this one scientific principle we know with absolute certainty that something caused 

the Universe to come into existence. 

 

B) The Law of Non-contradiction - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_noncontradiction  - and by this scientific precept we also know the Universe did 

NOT cause itself to come into existence; for it would have had to existed before it actually did in order to bring about causal force upon itself. 

 

To paraphrase something MUST exist to act upon anything else. 

 

"Aristotle on Non-contradiction 

 

First published Fri Feb 2, 2007; substantive revision Wed Jan 26, 2011 

 

According to Aristotle, first philosophy, or metaphysics, deals with ontology and first principles, of which the principle (or law) of non-contradiction is the 

firmest. Aristotle says that without the principle of non-contradiction we could not know anything that we do know. Presumably, we could not 

demarcate the subject matter of any of the special sciences, for example, biology or mathematics, and we would not be able to distinguish between 

what something is, for example a human being or a rabbit, and what it is like, for example pale or white. Aristotle's own distinction between essence 

and accident would be impossible to draw, and the inability to draw distinctions in general would make rational discussion impossible. According to 

Aristotle, the principle of non-contradiction is a principle of scientific inquiry, reasoning and communication that we cannot do without." -

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-noncontradiction/ 

 

Scientific FACT: The Universe did NOT Create Itself 

 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/acknowledging-the-eternal-creator-takes-no-faith-it-is-scientific-fact/491948024217495  

 

?So what did bring the Universe into existence? 

 

2) 2nd Law of Thermodynamics (Entropy Aspect) 

 

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/thermo/seclaw.html  "Since entropy gives information about the evolution of an isolated system with time, it 

is said to give us the direction of "time's arrow" . If snapshots of a system at two different times shows one state which is more disordered, then it could 

be implied that this state came later in time. For an isolated system, the natural course of events takes the system to a more disordered (higher 

entropy) state." The visible universe is slowing down, disintegrating, cooling off, reaching a state of equilibrium. 

 

3) Newton's Third Law 
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http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/newtlaws/u2l4a.cfm "For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction." By the above scientific laws we 

know the universe was brought into existence by a Power equal to or greater than all the combined power in the universe. That Power must be 

invisible, must be eternal, and of such a magnitude to create all the visible and invisible contents of the universe. 

 

This is what the Holy Bible states about God, the Creator.http://biblehub.com/1_timothy/1-17.htm "Now to the King eternal, immortal, invisible, the only 

God, be honor and glory for ever and ever. Amen." http://biblehub.com/john/1-3.htm"All things were made by him; and without him was not any thing 

made that was made."http://biblehub.com/colossians/1-16.htm "For by Him all things were created, both in the heavens and on earth, visible and 

invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities-- all things have been created through Him and for Him." It even states what the 

sciences have observed with the advent of optics through microscopes that visible objects are made up of things that are not 

seen. http://biblehub.com/hebrews/11-3.htm - "By faith we understand that the universe was formed at God's command, so that what is seen was not 

made out of what was visible" instead the Creator through the Divinely Inspired Holy Bible tells us that it is Him, that invisible Power that brought 

everything into existence is also what is that invisible energy holding it together. http://biblehub.com/colossians/1-17.htm "He existed before anything 

else, and he holds all creation together." However, as aforementioned He tells us that all things visible are passing away (and is how we know for Him 

to be Eternal, He must be invisible). http://biblehub.com/2_corinthians/4-18.htm"So we fix our eyes not on what is seen, but on what is unseen, since 

what is seen is temporary, but what is unseen is eternal." 

 

Science has confirmed these biblical statements as true in the aforementioned. 

 

4) archeology- and just plain visible discovery anyone who is able to travel to these locations can 

make http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PSZNYdfawQ&list=PLBD9B9FDCB6D5F4AA I provide controversial links; even links that some "Christians" 

might criticize for the sole purpose that by providing them; some claiming that there is absolutely no evidence for God the Creator (despite the 

existence of the Universe), and the accuracy of the biblical accounts, might see that in fact there is an abundance of evidence; however, controversial it 

may be. In addition, if any of it is factually proven fraudulent I want the world to know that my knowledge of our Creator is not based on physical 

artifacts, buried cities, ruins and remains of lost civilizations, monuments or anything that could be construed as only possessing knowledge about a 

concept or topic; but that my personal knowledge of our Creator; comes from personally knowing our Creator, communicating with our Creator, 

learning directly from our Creator and that the reason I am showing such physical evidence of the validity of the Divinely Inspired Scriptures is for the 

sole purpose that I want everyone else to personally know and learn directly from our Creator as well. I recognize that until the last of the liars are 

thrown into the Lake of Fire there will always be fools denying all the evidence presented herein; but I am attempting to enlighten those who through no 

fault of their own were indoctrinated with garbage in the name of science; with the hope that they will be so enraged when they realize it that they will 

never again allow such nonsense to be taught to innocent little children all over the world, but that people everywhere will have Joy in communing with 

our Creator forever.  Some of us, Christians included, are concerned about sharing such things, artifacts and such, because they are afraid that if 

someone claims to be able to prove it false that it will somehow hurt the weak in faith; but my point is that once a soul is actually filled with the Holy 

Spirit of God Almighty; they will no longer believe; or no longer have an intellectual construct of our Creator; they will no longer rest upon an artifact 

here or there in all the world; but they will know with their entire being the One True God. If in that effort, we are unable to humble ourselves, to risk 

ridicule, mockery, the chance to be proven wrong concerning a single aspect of our efforts to lead souls to the Eternal God, the Eternal Truth; then, in 

my opinion, for personal pride we risk a soul suffering now and perhaps forevermore. I am therefore willing to present knowledge that is in fact 

controversial; including such persons as believe in ancient astronauts, extraterrestrials and the like; because how can I claim to love our Creator and 

truth, and sweep under the carpet such things as might challenge preconceived notions that we have already comfortably embraced when in fact that 

is exactly what I am adamantly against in that so many evolutionists and atheists I have met are so religious they refuse to even look at any evidence 

contrary to their chosen worldview that in my opinion is causing grave damage and peril to the planet and all life on it (And as I have stated has been 

directly responsible for my own severe suffering and apart from a miracle(s) from, God an early demisewww.blastthetrumpet.org). That stated, having 

seen the risen Christ numerous times, and having had death experiences, I personally testify that I have experienced that the Holy Bible is Divinely 

Inspired and so much so that it is accurate about existence after "death" of our incarnate bodies; to such a degree that I ended up in a place I had 

never even heard of or read about and didn't even know what it was called until almost a decade after it happened to me. I read about the place I went 

to when I temporarily died as a young man (a then professing atheist) and was then resuscitated; only many years later; in the Holy Bible. As such, it 

doesn't matter what people talk about; what they show me; how many might talk of demons, devils, extra-terrestrials, UFOs, ancient astronauts, billions 

of years, etc. because I know beyond all doubt that whatever exists, wherever it exists, was all made by the One True God; the Creator of the 

Universe, our Creator, Lord, Maker, Redeemer, Provider, Healer and Savior who has the Pre-eminence in All Things; anything Honorable, Glorious, 

Virtuous, He Holds the Highest Titles of All; Ineffably Amazing and Astounding; whom I personally know and is so Truly Wonderful I want everyone 

else to know as well. 

 

A) Noah's Flood-  (this link has a map of the approximate region of "the mountains of Ararat" http://creationrevolution.com/2010/10/does-noahs-ark-still-

exist/ and is why Arch Bonnema ended up not in the traditional location lower down of a large sea going petrified vessel; but found one at over 13,000 

feet! Amazingly, another find has apparently been discovered at similar elevation on Mt. Ararat! http://stevenmcollins.com/WordPress/?p=2185 ) 

 

1. I wish these finds were not so hidden from the eyes of the world but that honest scientific analyses would be done thoroughly on any and all 

candidates for Noah's Ark that perhaps one might shine forth above them all! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6G2_2gSY3o  Evolutionists ask us 

to believe animations and drawings as science because there is factually no observable evidence for macro-evolution of one kind to another (plants 

becoming animals, animals becoming plants, fish becoming horses, trees becoming tadpoles and the like of which trash they brainwash children to 

believe until they become completely insane enough to deny; (turn their eyes, ears, and all perceptive abilities including rational thought away from 

becoming aware of reality so they can go on living in their fantasy world of animations and drawings); what we can actually observe such as all the 

scientific evidence validating the accuracy of the Holy Bible); but when OBSERVABLE EVIDENCE IS PRESENTED TO THEM THEY HAVE THE 

AUDAUCITY TO CALL ALL WHO ACKNOWLEDGE THE CREATOR "religious" IN DEROGARTORY FASHION AND WHILE STILL CLINGING TO A 

WORLDVIEW THAT HAS NO SUPPORTABLE EVIDENCE ANYWHERE IN THE UNIVERSE arrogantly CLAIM that they're "scientific".   A very large 
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ancient sea going vessel is found on a mountain top in the location the Holy Bible states Noah's Ark came to rest, the boards the vessel was made of 

date commensurately with the account in the Holy Scriptures; there are still people who claim there is no scientific evidence. All who are making such 

claims are choosing to remain willfully ignorant. All who are interested in truth, continue to view all the overwhelming scientific evidence proving the 

historical accuracy of the scriptures. 

 

Multiple finds (I have not personally visited the sites but have examined enough media evidence of those who have and listened to their testimonies to 

be sure that something in fact of their claims actually exists in those locations; but let's say the real one was found; it would be just like the NWO 

agenda to disseminate false data of additional finds; such that people when looking for such evidence; finding none or something obviously not true 

would possibly conclude that all other evidence is not worth examining); as I was saying... Multiple finds of very large sea going craft in the region of 

the mountains of Ararat; might leave some pondering which is the real Noah's Ark and some claiming none of them, etc. Some might claim it could not 

have petrified; but we know pretrification can occur rapidly as these many examples 

prove. https://www.google.com/search?q=petrified+pickle&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=ktMVUpSOAY2ujALIh4HQBA&ved=0CDsQsAQ&b

iw=1067&bih=702  Others might ask me why would I present more than one large sea going 

craft https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCyOVGBnNp8&list=PLedgj2YVsQTy1QGYuPrgDb21GV6pXRSqT found near the top of mountains of the 

Ararat region.  It is this very fact large sea going vessels, dating prior to modern oceanic crossings by Magellan, Ericson, Columbus, etc. and so much 

prior as to exist around the historic flood account that clearly counters all those claiming it is impossible or complete myth.  Perhaps one of the 

candidates for Noah's Ark will outshine all the rest if scientific analyses is allowed of them extensively. But the fact that these large vessels dating 

appropriately exist in the biblically described region at all is sufficient physical evidence to share with the world. I have encountered these brainwashed 

religious fanatics who; while denying such sea craft exist at all and especially at over 13,000 ft. near mountain tops just like the biblical account states; 

then claim the fossil record has transitional forms by pointing to illustrations, and fossil reconstructions already scientifically proven fraudulent, as the 

basis for their faith in the name of so called science. I am linking such finds not with 100% certainty that Noah's Ark has been found; but just showing 

that it is not only possible; such craft dating appropriately exist in the geographical region the actual Ark Noah built is stated to have come to rest and 

that what we read in the Holy Bible has actual verifiable physical evidence; while what evolutionists and atheists believe does not and yet they 

constantly insult and make zealous efforts to discredit us even to the point of blatantly lying; arrogantly. It is as ridiculous to claim a living creature 

having four appendages, called legs, is transitionally related to one having four appendages called fins as to claim that because the sky, and water, 

and many sapphire stones are all blue (false premise intentionally given to prove just how far from the mark these people have fallen, citing false 

premises constantly themselves and most definitely then coming to their insane, completely irrational false conclusions; for which the only reason they 

actually believe such ludicrous notions is the fact they were shown the same animations over and over again in public education in proven 

brainwashing fashion until they believe something that is such obvious fiction is actually factual) they must have all evolved from a common blue 

ancestor like "O look something shiny!" perhaps that blue star up there somewhere "billions of years ago..." ("Once upon a time..."). There is a common 

SCIENTIFIC, OBSERVABLE factor in all the universe and that is: it was CREATED by the CREATOR who has declared Himself plainly in all creation 

and in the written compilation of Divinely Inspired Books called the Holy Bible. It has obviously happened to these religious adherents of evolution and 

atheism just as our Creator tells us, http://biblehub.com/romans/1-28.htm  "Furthermore, just as they did not think it worthwhile to retain the knowledge 

of God, so God gave them over to a depraved mind, so that they do what ought not to be done." 

and http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Romans+1%3A22&version=KJV  "Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools," 

 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evolution-and-atheism-intertwined-religions-of-the-insane/492209810857983 

 

2. After the Flood -http://www.creationism.org/books/CooperAfterFlood/CooperAFEndnotes.htm I hope to include the scientific category of genetics and 

the human genome later on which has proven what they call the human bottleneck of the fact all modern persons alive today have come from one 

mother and some of the "secular" (I find the term "secular" misleading perhaps I should refer to them as non-Christians; because I have yet to meet a 

person in all the world who could not be factually described as religious (there is no doubt the ardor of devotion of adherents to unsubstantiated 

atheism and the theory of evolution constantly show forth zeal that fits the description of religious worship when attempting to defend their irrational 

worldview); it seems to be a characteristic our Creator has imbued us with; otherwise, if you claim to be irreligious you are telling the world you lack a 

worldview, a set of beliefs and convictions about anything; in other words, rather describing yourself as an unreasoning, wishy-washy, simpleton; so 

fickle and ignorant that you can hardly make a decision for yourself concerning anything; this is also one of the reasons I argue separation of church 

and state is as impossible as separating the Creator from Creation. It is easy to observe by ubiquitous evidence that everyone is subjective to a greater 

or lesser extent and in that observation therefore, one religion or another prevails according to the dictates of those in power and authority; it is why I 

point out that of all the world's religions; including atheism and evolution, that the time has come to acknowledge the One True God and the Truth of 

His Words, His Laws, and the Reality of His Creation; such that we may all live and be blessed; instead of suffer and die; being cursed) scientists state 

one and some state two fathers; just as the scriptures state.  It is reasonable to conclude that a POSSIBLE reason that there is a flood account, 

anthropologically speaking, worldwide is that the descendents of Noah told their children; who told their children; etc. who filled all the 

world. http://www.apologeticspress.org/apcontent.aspx?category=9&article=64, http://creation.com/many-flood-legends 

 

3. The Global Flood Layer - (Geology) - http://www.answersingenesis.org/get-answers/features/worldwide-flood-

evidence, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KGeULHljDn8, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwGgSNDPhO0, 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5v7TQAEfAC4&list=PLv1rbD886yCbjUM3d1XVCEN9GTOclZNXD,https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gt8J38vtzH

A,http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/sedimentary+rock, The same sedimentary layer found in North America has been found in Eurasia! I hope 

people understand that just the very existence of the sedimentary layers worldwide; is evidence that at some point in time the world was covered by 

water. Some might then argue that only regional floods happened at various times in the history of the world but to do so, once again, they must deny 

the evidence that the same geologic flood layer has been found all over the world indicating irrefutably a simultaneous global flood. I also hope people 

noticed that the professor of fluid dynamics was pointing out that these particular sedimentary flood layers we observe could not have been formed by 

a world covered with water deeply over a long period of time; but rather in order for such formations required rapid moving catastrophic deluge of large 

waves close to surface particulates; otherwise the waves at the surface would have little to no effect at the sediments deep down. Also note that 
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worldwide they have found fossilized footprints of creatures running from rapidly rising waterhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOx7yMDbt_Y and 

even fossils where many creatures were obviously gasping in their final death throes. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iUpKepDuJc  In various 

locations; fossils are all found heaped together as if by rushing flood swept them at once to their deaths heaped against existing hillsides or mountain 

sides and yet so fast unable to prevent their drowning.http://www.s8int.com/boneyard5.html 

 

4. The Springs of the Deep - http://biblehub.com/genesis/8-

2.htm,https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2FFnrW_SUdM, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQ4UE63tJNI, significant scientific advancements had 

to occur in order to confirm that "springs of the deep" even existed; as our Creator told us millenniums ago. (Oceanography, Photography, Computer 

Sciences, Marine Biology, 20th and 21st century submersibles, metallurgy, tempered glass, hydrodynamics, fields of engineering in designing the 

submersibles and equipment necessary and MANY more scientific advancements just to prove to mankind the evidence that fountains of the deep 

actually exist just like our Creator has told us all for millenniums. But you go on claiming your unsubstantiated worldview is scientific and those who 

acknowledge the Eternal Creator aren't; but all the rest of us know you are ignoring reality and the sciences in the process.) And for those who wonder 

where all the water went that we know flooded the world they are ignoring reality yet again of just how much water is present on the surface of the 

earth; how much is frozen in ice, how much is present in the atmosphere, and those huge deep oceanic ridges that those same modern scientific 

advancements have just shown us.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0td79QuxpA, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkAHEPXaw4M, keep in 

mind that the very deep sea where these fountains of the deep have been found is some of the most hostile environment to mankind on the planet; we 

need all kinds of special equipment to even see it for a short duration; but God told us of these things in such a way that it has been recorded in writing 

for thousands of years (and handed down verbally even longer) for us all to plainly read. With 75% of the surface of the earth presently covered by 

water of various depths and volume; and with mankind only knowing about 1 or 2 percent of what is in that portion of the earth (the oceans and the 

depths); perhaps; just perhaps, that where all that water is spewing forth from these fountains/vents means that somewhere down below them there is 

also perhaps even more water. http://www.livescience.com/1312-huge-ocean-discovered-earth.html  And since we still have not explored the very 

deepest chasms in the floor of oceans; perhaps just perhaps those chasms opened up just like sink holes all over the world and drained the water that 

once covered the world as shown by the sedimentary layers on every continent. I know to people who have been taught since they were very young 

that it takes extremely long lengths of time for mountains to form and for life to appear but once again they deny reality in thinking such 

things. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1q29FjphM1g,https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5yVgxXXDZ0&list=PL0122A1D15ED58683,https://www.

youtube.com/watch?v=03wClN2mmUs, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkAG2avvRI4&list=PLeIzbbAejmLEcGg6lck1qfKrAUNBI-Z9z What if 

geologic sites like canyons were actually not just washouts from the flood; but what if they were huge earthquakes that caused gaps that significant or 

brought about the rapid and massive washout that removed all the sediment/delta that we don't find at the base of the Colorado River (as should be 

there if those who believe the canyon was carved over "millions of years" was the true explanation for its existence). Just like the people claiming such 

are obviously wrong; perhaps they are wrong also about the time it took to form mountains. What if catastrophic events caused the formation of 

mountain ranges, simultaneously with the chasms, earthquakes, that drained the flood? (In what some today call plate tectonics) I can still remember in 

grade school seeing a film where they showed us the evidence for plate tectonics and that Africa and South America were once connected. The 

clinching evidence they showed us in the film was a tree that was split in half; according to the film half of it was on the continent of South America 

while the other half was on the continent of Africa. I remember it clearly because the same film was claiming that it took "millions of years" and as soon 

as they showed the split tree as proof the land masses were once joined, I immediately asked the teacher, "Are they saying that tree is millions of years 

old?" I wish I could find that film to find out if it was just complete fiction (like so much they taught us in public education) or if that tree actually did exist. 

My point is, anyone, anyone at all, that talks about "millions or billions or trillions of years ago", is immediately talking about imagination and fantasy; 

pure fiction. In fact, people who discuss prehistoric topics (beyond documented recorded history) are beginning to enter the fictional realm by 

definition.  When a person digs up anything; without a recorded explanation from a person that was there when the discovered item was buried; without 

such explanation being found with the item being dug up (as in the case of some time capsules), the excavator automatically engages their imagination 

in order to explain the find. So when people claim the big bang theory is scientific; please call them a liar.https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/how-to-know-truth-in-a-world-of-lies/622590531153243  You and I know they were not there and they really do not have a clue therefore 

about "billions of years ago". I have shown you videos of reality, floods, earthquakes, sink holes, volcanoes, mountains, can all happen quite suddenly! 

And I have also shown that life soon recovers the ashen cover all over the ground from a volcanic eruption; that it only took a few decades; not 

"millions of years". So please stop calling your theories of evolution and origins "scientific". The only scientific evidence that actually exists proves 

Intelligent Design by the same Creator who Inspired the contents of the Holy Bible. 

 

The evidence for the factual global flood is overwhelming; and sadly, these days have the same kind of laughing scoffers that mocked Noah as He built 

the Ark. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7bPCYizcFM 

 

https://www.google.com/search?q=pyramids+of+lost+civilizations+under+water+worldwide&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=pyramids+of+lost+civi

lizations+under+water+worldwide&aqs=chrome..69i57.14071j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 

 

https://www.google.com/search?q=underwater+civilizations+antarctic&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=underwater+civilizations+antarctic&aqs=chr

ome..69i57.15518j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 

 

https://www.google.com/search?q=ancient+advanced+technology+found+underwater&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=ancient+advanced+technol

ogy+found+underwater&aqs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 

 

Underwater civilizations have been found off the coasts of all the continents on earth. The evidence of the global flood is so overwhelming that only 

those lacking knowledge of these facts still believe otherwise. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DQOx7yMDbt_Y&h=jAQHTC8-N&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D2iUpKepDuJc&h=1AQFjtv-P&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.s8int.com%2Fboneyard5.html&h=uAQGCN9SV&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbiblehub.com%2Fgenesis%2F8-2.htm&h=RAQHvAfEd&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbiblehub.com%2Fgenesis%2F8-2.htm&h=RAQHvAfEd&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D2FFnrW_SUdM&h=OAQGIb--P&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DWQ4UE63tJNI&h=HAQGiz8FW&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dd0td79QuxpA&h=iAQHGJEve&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DNkAHEPXaw4M&h=yAQEP4q9r&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.livescience.com%2F1312-huge-ocean-discovered-earth.html&h=0AQE_rYo_&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D1q29FjphM1g&h=5AQGEjWiK&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dk5yVgxXXDZ0%26list%3DPL0122A1D15ED58683&h=8AQGRRQkR&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D03wClN2mmUs&h=rAQFLRiGC&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D03wClN2mmUs&h=rAQFLRiGC&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DTkAG2avvRI4%26list%3DPLeIzbbAejmLEcGg6lck1qfKrAUNBI-Z9z&h=FAQE4YJjI&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/how-to-know-truth-in-a-world-of-lies/622590531153243
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/how-to-know-truth-in-a-world-of-lies/622590531153243
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DA7bPCYizcFM&h=sAQGWyuKu&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dpyramids%2Bof%2Blost%2Bcivilizations%2Bunder%2Bwater%2Bworldwide%26rlz%3D1C1GIGM_enUS535US535%26oq%3Dpyramids%2Bof%2Blost%2Bcivilizations%2Bunder%2Bwater%2Bworldwide%26aqs%3Dchrome..69i57.14071j0j8%26sourceid%3Dchrome%26espv%3D210%26es_sm%3D93%26ie%3DUTF-8&h=SAQGwUha7&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dpyramids%2Bof%2Blost%2Bcivilizations%2Bunder%2Bwater%2Bworldwide%26rlz%3D1C1GIGM_enUS535US535%26oq%3Dpyramids%2Bof%2Blost%2Bcivilizations%2Bunder%2Bwater%2Bworldwide%26aqs%3Dchrome..69i57.14071j0j8%26sourceid%3Dchrome%26espv%3D210%26es_sm%3D93%26ie%3DUTF-8&h=SAQGwUha7&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dunderwater%2Bcivilizations%2Bantarctic%26rlz%3D1C1GIGM_enUS535US535%26oq%3Dunderwater%2Bcivilizations%2Bantarctic%26aqs%3Dchrome..69i57.15518j0j8%26sourceid%3Dchrome%26espv%3D210%26es_sm%3D93%26ie%3DUTF-8&h=-AQGSNCDP&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dunderwater%2Bcivilizations%2Bantarctic%26rlz%3D1C1GIGM_enUS535US535%26oq%3Dunderwater%2Bcivilizations%2Bantarctic%26aqs%3Dchrome..69i57.15518j0j8%26sourceid%3Dchrome%26espv%3D210%26es_sm%3D93%26ie%3DUTF-8&h=-AQGSNCDP&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dancient%2Badvanced%2Btechnology%2Bfound%2Bunderwater%26rlz%3D1C1GIGM_enUS535US535%26oq%3Dancient%2Badvanced%2Btechnology%2Bfound%2Bunderwater%26aqs%3Dchrome..69i57%26sourceid%3Dchrome%26espv%3D210%26es_sm%3D93%26ie%3DUTF-8&h=LAQEtcHvu&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dancient%2Badvanced%2Btechnology%2Bfound%2Bunderwater%26rlz%3D1C1GIGM_enUS535US535%26oq%3Dancient%2Badvanced%2Btechnology%2Bfound%2Bunderwater%26aqs%3Dchrome..69i57%26sourceid%3Dchrome%26espv%3D210%26es_sm%3D93%26ie%3DUTF-8&h=LAQEtcHvu&s=1


  

 

People laugh and scoff at the idea about dinosaurs living with mankind (even though there is ample factual evidence showing it). 

 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=man+dinosaurs+coexist&sm=3  And so they think how did Noah get dinos on the Ark.  I have often 

thought; with all the "corruption" spoken of regarding those days; of nephilim, rephaim, human/animal hybrids, who's to say part of that "corruption" 

didn't include "abominations" in the form of genetic alterations of God's Designs?  (In other words, who says that one of the reasons the flood came 

upon the earth was to eliminate the dinosaurs that just perhaps the nephalim and rephain were creating through corrupting all 

flesh. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8kIRj_hyyA&list=PLDD19870F568B7818  In other words, who's to say they were supposed to be on Noah's 

Ark at all; but not destined to be destroyed with the nephilim, rephaim, and hybrid abominations; all the "corruption" on earth. 

 http://biblehub.com/genesis/6-12.htm 

 

  

 

B) The Ashen Remains of Sodom and Gomorrah- 

 

1. http://www.pinkoski.com/sodom-a-gomorrah.html - the cities in the Bible that were destroyed by fire and brimstone have been found and the visible 

remains can be seen by travelers to this day. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oG3QsisQrkc&list=PL86F56C259B75C886 

 

2. http://www.biblearchaeology.org/post/2008/04/the-discovery-of-the-sin-cities-of-sodom-and-gomorrah.aspx#Article 

 

God, Our Creator tells us why He has given us this example of His Power and Righteousness in the Book of Jude in the Holy Bible: 

 

 "7 Even as Sodom and Gomorrha, and the cities about them in like manner, giving themselves over to fornication, and going after strange flesh, are 

set forth for an example, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire. 

 

8 Likewise also these filthy dreamers defile the flesh, despise dominion, and speak evil of dignities. 

 

9 Yet Michael the archangel, when contending with the devil he disputed about the body of Moses, durst not bring against him a railing accusation, but 

said, The Lord rebuke thee. 

 

10 But these speak evil of those things which they know not: but what they know naturally, as brute beasts, in those things they corrupt themselves. 

 

11 Woe unto them! for they have gone in the way of Cain, and ran greedily after the error of Balaam for reward, and perished in the gainsaying of 

Core." 

 

these ashen remains serve as a warning to all the modern wicked persons who are taking every opportunity to blaspheme, denigrate, our Creator, His 

Instructions for Life in the Holy Bible, and His Messengers, Followers, in all the world. We warn you all to repent swiftly; if you do not want to 

experience consequences great and small for your wickedness; if you do not want to be on the receiving end of Divine Wrath and similar annihilation 

as what was done to these wicked persons; the remains of which still testify to this day of the need for us all to call upon our Creator for mercy and to 

change us into beings that thirst and hunger after righteousness instead of wickedness! 

 

"Satanil, the LORD Rebuke you!" 

 

C) The Exodus Account- 

 

1. The Holy Bible records Divine deliverance for the Israelites from the Egyptians and describes geophysical specific details that have been confirmed 

and documented in history even with erected monuments still visible for anyone to see as this video points out.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

mB5Aw14e4M this video shows the evidence in step by step fashion proving the biblical account as accurate. If anyone watches this video and still 

claims that it is not Mt. Sinai confirming the biblical record as factual history; there is no doubt they are in a state of psychological denial and willful 

ignorance.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XU25s2xrxfc in addition they found chariot 

wheelshttp://www.100goodmen.com.au/other/redseacrossing/img20.html and even a wheel claimed to belong to the Pharaoh's chariot at the bottom of 

the crossing location in the Red Sea. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tD7hL3kKrRw and the pillars of Solomon still mark the crossing 

site. http://www.100goodmen.com.au/other/redseacrossing/img25.htmlhttp://www.100goodmen.com.au/other/redseacrossing/img14.html 

 

http://www.100goodmen.com.au/other/redseacrossing/img9.html 

 

http://www.facebook.com/1mill.creationist/posts/704395716258271:0 

 

D. Goliath's skull - http://iamisatthedoors.wordpress.com/2012/06/20/2011-goliaths-skull-found-in-holy-land/ Even if we're so inundated with information 

and misinformation these days that we immediately are tempted to disregard anything we perceive based on assumptions made about the source of 

the data; especially if such information/misinformation is in anyway contrary to our present chosen worldview; atheists and evolutionists have been 

denying the existence of giants altogether; claiming that as absolute reason to deny the biblical accounts; including the fight between David and 

Goliath. That is why they (evolutionists) have to claim that none of these are real and why NWO money interests try and cover up such discoveries and 

keep them from public knowledge by not covering them in major media or using major media to discredit such finds if they become publicly known 

https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fresults%3Fsearch_query%3Dman%2Bdinosaurs%2Bcoexist%26sm%3D3&h=iAQHGJEve&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DS8kIRj_hyyA%26list%3DPLDD19870F568B7818&h=NAQEFzMEq&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbiblehub.com%2Fgenesis%2F6-12.htm&h=CAQEY2Afv&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pinkoski.com%2Fsodom-a-gomorrah.html&h=fAQF_6v9a&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DoG3QsisQrkc%26list%3DPL86F56C259B75C886&h=GAQGXdTJZ&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.biblearchaeology.org%2Fpost%2F2008%2F04%2Fthe-discovery-of-the-sin-cities-of-sodom-and-gomorrah.aspx%23Article&h=dAQGzzw71&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D-mB5Aw14e4M&h=aAQHgF4N9&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D-mB5Aw14e4M&h=aAQHgF4N9&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DXU25s2xrxfc&h=eAQGVqu73&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.100goodmen.com.au%2Fother%2Fredseacrossing%2Fimg20.html&h=SAQGwUha7&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DtD7hL3kKrRw&h=BAQFaSeFR&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.100goodmen.com.au%2Fother%2Fredseacrossing%2Fimg25.html&h=BAQFaSeFR&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.100goodmen.com.au%2Fother%2Fredseacrossing%2Fimg25.html&h=BAQFaSeFR&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.100goodmen.com.au%2Fother%2Fredseacrossing%2Fimg9.html&h=QAQGGmxmY&s=1
http://www.facebook.com/1mill.creationist/posts/704395716258271:0
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fiamisatthedoors.wordpress.com%2F2012%2F06%2F20%2F2011-goliaths-skull-found-in-holy-land%2F&h=yAQEP4q9r&s=1


(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1RD49XG12Y&list=PLB4AA57115499DE65) So, let's say one takes the position that this image of a giant skull 

with an embedded stone in it is a complete fabrication of digital technology or even 3d modeling. I have been using software and graphics software for 

many years and computers since they were monochrome monitors with "basic" programming as the language of the day, I watched them when they 

were still using punch cards for operations and huge tape reels for memory and data storage; as such, I would personally acknowledge that if that 

image is only digitally created, whoever did it, did an amazing job! It would be one of the best imaginary digital creations I have ever seen; better than 

most Hollywood productions! Likewise, if it's only a 3d model; whoever constructed it would easily be on par with such professionals in Hollywood who 

are deemed some of the best in the world. So just like those who argue the ancient ship found at over 13,000 ft isn't Noah's Ark, and the ashen 

remains of Sodom and Gomorrah with brimstone still in the ruins are just some kind of elaborate hoax, and the burnt Mountain in Saudi Arabia isn't the 

real Mt. Sinai despite all the surrounding detailed evidence and its own unique properties unlike any other in the entire world, they also would here be 

left with a giant skull with a stone in it; while claiming consistently that even though all these artifacts, locations, city remnants etc. were found exactly 

where the accounts in the Holy Bible state they would be; that it is all still only myth and legend. The rest of us know that in order to hold such a 

position any longer you are in a state of psychological denial; and in refusing to acknowledge your own perceptive abilities choosing to remain in a 

state of irrational insanity; a land of make believe, a snow globe world of fantasy; irrespective of the reality in which we all actually exist. Let us take a 

moment and say okay, suppose, just suppose, that even though we have original codices dating over centuries and even millenniums,  manuscripts of 

the Holy Bible; that has preserved details all these unbelievers were systematically brainwashed into believing were complete myths; and yet even 

though the actual physical remains of these so called myths have been found and are available for people to visit and see for themselves; (provided 

the satanic NWO hasn't somehow covered up or destroyed the evidence); if they can afford to do so; despite that even though every detail leading up 

to the discovery of Mt. Sinaihttp://www.arkdiscovery.com/mt__sinai_found.htm, like the bitter springs, the palms and the twelve springs, the chariot 

wheels at the bottom of the Red Sea at the crossing site marked by the Pillars of Solomon; the split 

rockhttp://www.paradisecafediscussions.net/showthread.php?tid=7750 where God provided by the faith of Moses; who struck that stone with his staff; 

water in the desert of such abundance that significant erosion is there for all to see the scientific proof clearly visible to this day; but let's just agree to 

ignore all that detailed information provided in the Holy Bible and visible in reality so you can go on in your comfortable state of insane denial of 

overwhelming observable evidence; thinking there is no God and that the Holy Bible is only stories and myths rather than historical fact.  And under 

those false assumptions and premises, you tell me and the whole world; if you can, just how all these things came about that just happen to 

coincidentally match the scriptural accounts in detail. You tell me just why you disbelieve objective physical evidence; reality, in favor of illustrations, 

animations and fantasies (supporting your imaginary scientific evidence for your so called scientific theory; that has been proven to be pure fiction; by 

actual science and observable facts about anything real, time and again; known as the theory of evolution); yes, please tell us why you choose to 

believe fallible people who dream-like talk about billions of years ago as if they were there over clearly observable facts. You have the right to choose 

to ignore the real scientific evidence that supports the biblical account throughout and that science is actually still catching up with in understanding the 

Divinely Inspired and Revealed Knowledge therein and to go on living in your self-deluded fantasy world of evolution and atheism; for which there is no 

scientific support of any kind and never will be; as the sciences have already disproved the theory you were brainwashed to believe in by government 

controlled public education and propaganda; funded by the satanic NWO. You have the absolute right to firmly hold onto your religions of 

atheism and evolution; but understand that all sane, rational minds the world over will never acknowledge that your beliefs in such foolish, 

irrational and insane notions are in any way scientific. (but satanil is just another being they brainwashed you so thoroughly into denying his 

existence that you deny the observable reality in which we exist in order to remain in such a state of willful, deceived and self-deluded ignorance). 

Since satanil means adversary of God, by stating such a being does not exist is once again ignoring the obvious that unfortunately it is easy to 

encounter people that claim to hate God, especially the God of the Holy Bible, and so much so they ignore reality and the use of their own senses to 

adamantly deny He even exists. The progenies of our NWO public education have been taught; despite easily observable facts about reality, that 

neither God, our Creator, or satanil exist; in that way those who know better can control you, manipulate you, as in self-pride, everyone then thinks no 

one else can tell them what behavior is right or wrong, but that everyone can do whatever they want; (regardless of who or what is hurt or even killed in 

the process). The NWO satanists that brainwashed you into believing that complete load of crap know it results in bloodshed and chaos (that is the 

result of everyone thinking no one else (not even the actual God and Creator of the Universe) has the right to tell them what to do and that they alone 

are their own moral judge of right and wrong behavior).  It is one of the most destructive worldviews ever to manifest on planet earth and has resulted 

in an increase of racism, wars, infanticide by the tens of millions worldwide as abortion is the number one killer of innocent babes now; more 

slaughtered in recent history under the religions of atheism and evolutionary thought than in all the ages past! Many aptly link the insanity of these 

religions to communism, marxism, that have resulted in the deaths and oppression of mass millions, and such other philosophies and worldviews 

devaluing human life, creating slavery and even leading to euthanization and the NWO global practices of 

genocide https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHNck5UnP_Ycurrently underway in all their poisoning of our 

food https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4Op1_LFys8, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNCGkprGW_o, 

waterhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dbj4zdYZnJc, air https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gR6KVYJ73AU, 

medications https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=medications+with+lethal+side+effects&oq=medications+with+lethal+side+effects&gs_l=y

outube.3...108294.116052.0.116372.36.36.0.0.0.0.121.3412.26j10.36.0...0.0...1ac.1.11.youtube.ZIPEPelb6oU and destruction of the environment 

greedily to such an extent mass extinctions are underway around the world https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XM1g9lQJkWU. As a personal 

victim/survivor of what I have found has been going on worldwide of local hospital homicides http://chriskresser.com/medical-care-is-the-3rd-leading-

cause-of-death-in-the-us; in which millions of innocent citizens have been murdered and hacked up for their organs http://www.infowars.com/horror-as-

patient-wakes-up-in-ny-hospital-with-doctors-trying-to-harvest-her-organs-for-transplant-profits/(yes, right here in the USA, Great Britain and European 

block countries; not just China, and other Asian nations, http://www.blastthetrumpet.org, I am earnestly motivated to see these destructive worldviews 

of atheism and evolutionary thought come to a permanent end! So if I sound upset, enraged, throwing their arrogant sarcasm back in their faces; you 

better believe it; because as I see it; their worldview of atheism and evolutionary thought is by far the greatest danger to the survival of humanity and all 

life on the planet the world has ever witnessed! Dr. James Kennedy and many others in 

agreement.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_sBcLiy4N8U&list=PLC5FDA68518EABE1E And since it is the NWO satanic agenda and openly 

espoused 

beliefhttps://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=nwo+depopulation+agenda&oq=NWO+depopulation&gs_l=youtube.1.3.0l4j0i5.35654.211271.0.

215091.17.17.0.0.0.0.127.1602.15j2.17.0...0.0...1ac.1.11.youtube.AH9WDL3lHCQ and practice (again poisons in food, water, air, medication, 
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environment causing deaths to millions prematurely as ubiquitous evidence; there is no way any can claim the people in charge don't know what they 

are doing when they scientifically study how to manufacture these things and purposely add poisons to 

feedhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKj6fWEWaMI of not only what we end up eating but directly into processed foods and beverages; not to 

mention toxic GMOs; so it is obvious the so called rulers of the world are openly practicing genocide upon the populace; as they openly have stated is 

their intent and belief to depopulate the 

planethttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wMMJkk6feY,  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVeA07d2F_I, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPBotp

bZ1v8,https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S48Qq-6WaNE, 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHNck5UnP_Y,  https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=agenda+21&oq=agenda&gs_l=youtube.1.0.0l10.

2760.3745.0.6980.6.5.0.1.1.0.119.516.2j3.5.0...0.0...1ac.1.11.youtube.UZz0uX7dpYY (why not counter carbon dioxide with planting trees, hunger by 

fruit and nut trees, etc. in suburbs and city blocks, instead of killing people? )) to murder citizens in genocidal fashions, to reduce the global population 

and rid the world of all they consider inferior (like everyone they are brainwashing with the crap of evolution and the insanity called atheism, 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xg2SsVGbJkA (it's not just arrogant or prideful persons in the Jewish faith but in any and all faiths all over the 

world the wealthy have been murdering poor people in hospitals for their organs www.blastthetrumpet.org), the satanic NWO consists of persons all 

over the world who consider themselves superior to everyone else (just like the pride of lucifer/satanil in them moves them to 

behttp://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Isaiah%2014&version=NIV; while they ignore the fact we all piss, shit and bleed the same and 

especially ignore these verses:16Those who see you stare at you,     they ponder your fate: “Is this the man who shook the earth     and made 

kingdoms tremble, 17 the man who made the world a wilderness,     who overthrew its cities     and would not let his captives go home?” 

 

that aptly point out that even though these wealthy oppressors think of themselves like gods and goddesses superior to everyone else; that they look 

upon like cattle, sheep to be slaughtered; that they are in fact just human beings like all the rest they so disdain), they are usually ultra wealthy (by that 

I mean those who own the mints; that print the money; that they force all the rest of us to work/slave for on seemingly lower and lower slave wages day 

by day until we drop dead from their depopulation methods (I am NOT opposed to honest work, proper education (instead of brainwashing; teaching 

children the value of stewarding the earth and life on the planet by giving children a small garden patch each year for each of them to plant and lovingly 

care for; speaking over their gardens in faith and having the joy of eating the harvest thankfully; by having them visit elders as part of their education 

and glean the wisdom and knowledge of the previous generation into huge databases that would exponentially increase innovations, inventions and 

quality of life on the planet I cover other solutions for what I think should be done; as opposed to what the satanic NWO is doing to destroy children and 

life on the planet here:http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/Ideas.pdf,http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/solutions/516489485096682 etc; I am opposed to treating anyone like a slave and when they clearly have the means; instead pay wages so 

low people have to work multiple jobs just to pay the same ultra wealthy for their greedy hold on commodities and energy) they are the same persons 

who are so ambitious for power they systematically murder anyone that threatens their idolatry of self worship in prideful arrogance, and is why even 

the Messiah, Yahoshuah, aka Jesus Christ, was murdered by their efforts and influence on the general populace and those who they pay as 

mercenaries to enforce their will), you are only openly showing them and their brainwashing to be successful by ignoring physical evidence proving the 

Divinely Inspired scriptures; that lead you and all mankind to the One True Godhttp://biblehub.com/1_john/5-20.htm , our Creator; Salvation and to be 

free of the genocidal maniacs of the NWO now and forever!  Because they know this, they practice dissemination of misinformation (lies) to keep you 

from knowing the One True God and thereby dethroning their stranglehold on the people of this world once and for all! 

 

E. The Shroud of Turin - I have encountered people on and offline that actually argue that none of the biblical figures, places, etc. ever even existed; so 

much so they claim to sincerely believe that the Holy Bible is a compilation of nothing more than fairy tales. When pointing out that people have been 

using those so called fairy tales to find long buried cities and artifacts; they of course have to completely ignore the evidence to remain in their self-

deluded willful ignorance. For two millenniums people acknowledge the modern age and the Lordship of Yahoshuah the Messiah every time they wrote 

the date A.D.;http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anno_Domini. In the year of our Lord; only with the modern advent of satanic brainwashing in our public 

education have fools arisen who deny such obvious acknowledgement of truth. I, for one, will continue to use A.D. when referring to present dates; for 

His Reign is Forever! http://biblehub.com/luke/1-33.htm,http://biblehub.com/isaiah/9-7.htm, http://www.biblestudytools.com/parallel-

bible/passage.aspx?q=daniel+2:39-49&t=rsv&t2=niv . But to keep their chosen worldview they work as hard as possible not only to deny the 

overwhelming evidence themselves but to encourage everyone else including children in public education to do the same. Evidence 

like http://www.shroud.com/ 

 

F. The Titelus - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Titulus_Crucis - I am well aware of people who readily dismiss relics by thinking modern dating methods are 

inerrant but to them I point out that in fact modern methods have been shown repeatedly to have large variations of error in their practice, such as 

errors caused by bio-plastic coatinghttp://www.historian.net/shroud.htm;http://www.angelfire.com/mi/dinosaurs/carbondating.html . Not to mention 

human error in general; so do I believe a relic that was on display in the middle ages could have accumulated dust, debris, and biological agents that 

could skew modern dating methods?; absolutely. 

 

G. The Top 10 Relics - http://listverse.com/2012/10/17/top-10-relics-of-jesus-christ/ While I place no faith in relics; but in the Creator only; to deny the 

relics even exist is ludicrous. It is one thing to assume a skeptical position regarding authenticity; but quite another to ignore the reality of their 

existence. Even more preposterous to deny Christ; when a person of such magnitude as the Messiah and the resulting spread of the 

Gospelhttp://www.svherald.com/content/lifestyle/2012/12/24/343929 (small nations have been given Holy Bibles that never even had a written 

language!) worldwidehttp://www.baptisttranslators.com/content/view/53/53/ (we still need to keep up the good work; if you are going to donate to any 

cause; making the Holy Bible available to all souls is one of the best! By declaring the Gospel to the whole world as our Lord instructed, eventually the 

prophecy that I am looking forward to more than any other; regarding the souls on planet earth; will be fulfilled: 

 

"No longer will they teach their neighbor, or say to one another, 'Know the LORD,' because they will all know me, from the least of them to the 

greatest," declares the LORD. "For I will forgive their wickedness and will remember their sins no more."http://biblehub.com/jeremiah/31-34.htm (I am 

fervently hoping that the fulfilment of this does not come about by unrepentant wicked souls continuing to provoke the Creator until they are all 
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annihilated (as in the days of Noah) leaving only a few wise souls left that all know and worship the One True God; but that I am hoping the fulfillment 

is rather great Mercy from our Creator as He enlightens billions upon billions of us worldwide by pouring out the Spirit of True Repentance and the Holy 

Ghost upon us all; so that we KNOW and experience the Spirit of our Creator with all that we are visibily and spiritually; such that every cell of our 

being rejoices in the presence of our God and we all become transformed glorious beings! The biblehub.com is one of my favorite websites because it 

has the verses in many versions of the bible so you can see even better the intent/meaning. http://www.biblegateway.com/versions/ you can find the 

Holy Bible online these days in virtually every major language of the world, however there are still an estimated 2,000-3,000 smaller tribes, and 

peoples, that still don't have bibles in their own language; please pray our Creator moves powerfully upon all the rest of us who know Him to make sure 

that everyone soon has a chance to hold the Word of God in their own hands; in their own language; all over the world and that if they can't read that 

they have a solar powered bible (like a small digital calculator that they can carry with them in their pockets or purse at all times; not as expensive as a 

complex smart phone; but rather, at a minimum, just the text to keep expense down and lasting function up; and on up to more expensive digital, hand-

carry, solar powered bibles; that include full multi-media presentations and interactive links with information on the Internet in larger databases or 

servers than the hand-held unit could contain); with a narrator that reads the Word of God to them whenever they want; just by pushing a button! I have 

envisioned such a device that has button arrows that scroll left and right through the books and chapters of the Bible that show on a small screen like 

modern cell phones; such that people can look at the words as the narrator speaks them and perhaps even see pictures or video clips of parables, etc. 

That way, these digital bibles could actually help people learn to read and write as well! I am aware of course that the Bible is on media that can be 

played by existing deviceshttp://www.audiotreasure.com/indexKJV.htm  but as far as I know to date no dedicated solar powered, hand-held, text 

display with audio accompaniment, units exist like I would like to see flood the whole world by the billions.  I hope Christians everywhere will fund such 

a project such that so many could be manufactured that costs could be kept very low; like the 1-2$ solar calculators these days; but perhaps might cost 

more like $5 because of the digital content and audio/visual screen with waterproofing technology. But if enough were made (hundreds of millions to 

billions) the cost for each one would go down substantially. Since the software already exists (as you can see the links showing the Bible online in 

many languages and software that reads text aloud - translators likehttp://imtranslator.net/translate-and-speak/ or http://paralink.com/ which work very 

well especially since they are free. As you can see the software exists, solar powered calculators exist; so a solar powered bible in every language that 

reads to people is possible to make with today's technology and I wish was already everywhere all over the world.) is presently observable with more 

historic and current documentation than any other event in 

historyhttp://www.goodreads.com/book/show/1129533.Evidence_That_Demands_a_Verdict (all the volumes http://www.amazon.com/Evidence-

Demands-Questions-Challenging-Christians/dp/0785242198 point out such extraordinary aspects regarding the Holy Bible; setting it apart from all 

other books; that it is an apologetic series that all should become familiar with and peruse at length); to deny the life, death and resurrection of 

Yahoshuah the Messiah, aka Jesus the Christ, even happened is the height of programming, deception and 

insanity. http://beginningandend.com/jesus-exist-historical-evidence-jesus-christ/, http://www.angelfire.com/sc3/myredeemer/Evidencep7.html more 

manuscripts, more documentation acknowledging the life, death and resurrection of the Living Lord Yahoshuah the Messiah, aka Jesus the Christ; 

exist BY FAR over any other person, place, or thing in antiquity; in all literature; in the entire world. 

 

H. Joseph/Imhotep controversy - https://www.google.com/search?q=joseph+imhotep&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=TvwWUtDLD-

eIiwK864GIDQ&ved=0CEIQsAQ&biw=1067&bih=702http://www.arkdiscovery.com/joseph.htm  Once again, while taking no side to the argument; I 

point out that critics who claim the Holy Bible is nothing but unsubstantiated fables; must acknowledge (or remain in their chosen state of psychological 

denial of reality and evidence presented them) that one of those so called fables tells about such details that coincidentally resembles the account of 

the non-biblical history relating to "Imhotep" http://www.s8int.com/joseph.html,http://josephandisraelinegypt.wordpress.com/page/2/. 

 

I. Walls of Jericho - http://christiananswers.net/q-abr/abr-a011.html Once again I mention these things because I have encountered people who like to 

pose themselves as educated and intelligent (instead of the truth that most anyone who has attended US public education over the past few decades 

have been victimized by brainwashing to a greater or lesser extent); who actually sincerely believe 

Jerichohttp://www.answersingenesis.org/articles/cm/v21/n2/the-walls-of-jericho, Kind David, Solomon, etc. biblical figures, places and things never 

even existed! And I am pointing out that people actually use the Holy Bible historically and to this day to find such 

citieshttp://www.biblearchaeology.org/post/2008/06/the-walls-of-jericho.aspx#Article, relics and artifacts, exactly where the Bible states they are 

located! (In other words; you have to choose to remain a fool and in denial of your senses to believe such things as these modern atheists so snidely 

hold in derision; such as, ridiculously claiming that the Holy Bible is nothing more than a book of fables and that none of the biblical characters and 

sites ever actually existed.) Anyone with eyeballs can see such places exist to this 

day!https://www.google.com/search?q=jericho+and+its+walls+were+found+exactly+as+the+bible+description&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei

=-QEXUqj8BqOMigLV24HoCw&ved=0CCwQsAQ&biw=1067&bih=702 
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UNDERWATER CITY DISCOVERED 

 

This time off the coast of India. 

 

A major discovery... 
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EVOLUTION COUD NOT DO THIS 

 

The ichneumon wasp (Thalessa) looks so delicate that...See More 
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King David's Tomb - Jerusalem. The interesting thing is that this tomb is direct...See More 
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The Making of a "Local Flood" 

 

This image of a local flood has been used by Answ...See More 
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FOLDED ROCK..PROOF OF A BIBLICAL FLOOD 
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FOSSILS DISPROVE OLD EARTH THEORIES 
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FISH THAT DIED IN THE ACT OF SWALLOWING.. 

 

We find this phenomenon on a global scale. From the global flood! 
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ONE IS MAN-MADE.. 

 

The other isn't. One is a window and the other a DNA double h...See More 
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